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Abstract 
In Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) learning, preserving the map topology to simulate the real input features is one of the most 
important processes. This is done by training the weight values within the Best Matching Unit (BMU) neighborhood. Improper 
input feeding will cause failure in identifying the potential BMU which will lead to poor map topology. Many studies have been 
done to optimize the structure of SOM’s topology using Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).Spiking Neural Network (SNN) is the 
third generation of ANN, where information are transferred from one neuron to other using spikes, and processed to trigger 
response as an output. Current researches have   proven that SNN would be an alternative solution for enhancing ANN learning 
due to its superiority in capturing the internal relationship of neurons. This paper proposes embedded spiking neurons for
Kohonen’s Self-organizing Maps (SOM) learning to improve its learning process. The proposed Spiking SOM is divided into 
four main phases. Phase 1 involves the development of the training sample for SOM learning through neural coding schemes. In 
Phase 2, the spike values are fed into the training process and potential weights are generated. Phase 3 identifies and labels the 
outputs from the Spiking SOM classification based on the features and characteristics. Finally, in Phase 4, proposed Spiking 
SOM model is validated using classification accuracy, error quantization and statistical tests using Pearson correlation. Early 
experiment is conducted using the 1D coding schemes for transforming dataset into spike times with hexagonal lattice structure 
of SOM network. Result on cancer dataset shows that the tested model has produced feasible classification accuracy with low 
quantization error. It shows that the 1D coding is capable in preserving the features in the input neurons. 
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1. Introduction 
Kohonen’s self-organizing Map (SOM) is a data visualization technique invented by Kohonen [1] which reduces 
the dimensions of data through the use of self-organizing neural networks. SOM is often used in the exploratory 
stage of data analysis [2,3] with applications in many fields [4,5]. However, despite its excellent performance, there 
are major issues related to the methods of identifying the best matching unit (BMU) and its slow processing time. 
The original SOM’s winner-takes-all competitive learning algorithm often performs poorly in differentiating 
sequential or temporal patterns. Original SOM is unable to provide system user with visual information [6]. In order 
to solve these issues, there are many researches done by integrating some techniques with SOM to enhance its 
performance in its learning algorithm. One of the promising techniques is by implementing spiking neurons in SOM 
for analyzing the datasets. 
Pham et al. [7] proposes a self-organizing delay adaptation spiking neural network model for clustering control 
chart patterns. They use SOM as similar to Kohonen, except that the output layer neurons are coincidence detecting 
spiking neurons with temporal coding SNN and Hebbian-based rule. The trained network obtained an average 
clustering accuracy of 96.1% on previously unseen data, which is better than the original Kohonen. Ming  et al.[6] 
proposes a hybrid model of Self-organizing Map with modified adaptive coordinates (SOM-AC) and Spiking Neural 
Network (SNN) for multivariate spatial and temporal data visualization and classification. They used Izhikevich 
model and 1D encoding used in Belatreche et al. [8] for the neural coding method. Empirical studies of the proposed 
model using synthetic and benchmarking datasets yielded promising classification accuracy and intuitive rich 
visualization and can be used not only to spatial data, but also to temporal data. 
In the conventional SOM, training samples are generated by transforming input data into normalized values using 
normalization method. Then, BMU is identified as the neuron that holds the minimum distance value to the 
normalized input features. All neurons within the BMU neighborhood then will be updated so that their values 
resembled to the input features. This is the process of SOM learning, which is preserving the mapping topology to 
train the weights to simulate the real features of the datasets. Miss-presenting the datasets will cause failure in 
identifying potential BMU and this lead to a poor mapping topology. In SNN, neural coding scheme is the method 
used for transforming the input vectors into firing time. This method is a crucial phase of the spiking neuron model 
because it determines the responses given by the spiking neurons when learning the input vectors. This study 
proposes the integration of spiking neurons in SOM learning algorithm for classification problem. The application of 
spiking neural neurons to enhance the performance of SOM in analyzing and identifying special features in the 
datasets is relevant in this study due to its ability to spike and send reaction when there are special features identified 
based on its learning on the presented datasets. The results of this study are intended to enhance the SOM to learn 
the pattern of the datasets and to propose better tool for classification task. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed Spiking SOM method. 
Section 3 presents preliminary test results for training of Spiking SOM using the IRIS and Wisconsin Breast Cancer 
Benchmark datasets. Finally Section 4 concludes the paper. 
2. Proposed Method 
The proposed framework consists of the development of Spiking SOM, and it is divided into 4 main phases (as 
shown in Fig. 1).  
Phase 1 is the data pre-processing process that involves the process of generating the training sample for SOM 
learning. In this phase, the spiking method of neurons’ communication will be embedded in the SOM learning 
algorithm. Different types of neural coding schemes are implemented in the process of representing the input data 
into spike times to generate training sample. After the training data is fed into the network, the model will execute 
the training process and potential weights are generated in the Phase 2. 
In Phase 3, outputs from the Spiking SOM classifier are identified and labeled according to the features and 
characteristics of the data. Finally, in Phase 4, proposed Spiking SOM model is validated using classification 
accuracy and error quantization method. 
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Fig. 1. Framework of proposed study 
2.1. Spiking SOM Algorithm 
In the proposed Spiking SOM algorithm, real input data is fed into the network as input neuron, I. For each input 
neuron, it will be associated with spiking neuron, J. These neurons then will be transformed into spike times. The 
Spiking SOM algorithm is as follows: 
 
Step 1 
Initialize SOM parameters: radius, learning rate and number of iteration. 
 
Step 2 
Transform input data into spiking times (spike_input). 
 
Step 3 
Initialize spiking weights for each input variables using Thorpe [9]: 
modorderijkw  ¦    (1) 
Step 4 
Calculate the post synaptic potential (PSP) for spiking layer for each data: 
 _ijk i ijkPSP spike input w u¦   (2) 
 
Transforming the input data into spike times using neural coding scheme. 
Phase 1: Data Pre-processing 
Training the spiking SOM. 
Phase 2: Spiking SOM Learning 
Classification validation: 
i) Classification accuracy 
ii) Error quantization 
 
Based on neural coding scheme: 
i) Gaussian Receptive Fields 
ii) 1D Coding. 
Outputs are identified to represent patterns and relationships of data. 
Phase 3: Spiking SOM Classifier 
Phase 4: Results and Analysis 
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Step 5 
Identify Best Matching Unit (BMU), by comparing each PSP with threshold value. 
 
If ijkPSP thresholdt  then fires 
Else    not fire 
 
max0.7threshold PSP u          (3)  
 
Save the maximum PSP as BMU. 
 
Step 6 
Identify neighborhood based on radius using Gaussian function. During training, radius is decreased using 
Exponential Decay function: 
  
0( ) exp ttV V O
§ · ¨ ¸© ¹ , t = 1,2,3,…        (4) 
  
with 0V = radius at 0t , O = time constant, t = iteration. 
 
Step 7 
Update weights for BMU and all nodes in the same neighbourhood. 
 
 
 
0
( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) exp , 1,2,3,...
W t W t L t V t W t
tL t L tO
   
§ ·   ¨ ¸© ¹
       (5) 
 
with ( 1)W t  : weight for 1t  , ( )L t : learning rate at t , and V : unit input. 
 
When updating weight, exponential decay function is used to decrease the learnning rate value. The learning rate is 
decreased over time. 
 
When the value getting closer to the BMU, weight value is  
 
 
2
2( ) exp , 1,2,3,...2 ( )
distt t
tV
§ ·4    ¨ ¸© ¹
        (6) 
  
with dist: distance between BMU and closer unit, V : radius. 
 
Hence, the weight is updates as below: 
 
  ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )W t W t t L t V t W t  4         (7) 
  
Repeat Step (5) until number of iteration is reached. 
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3. Experimental Results 
For the preliminary experiment, 1D coding which proposed by Belatreche et al.[8], is used for transforming the 
real datasets into spike times. Expected results from this preliminary experiment are to determine whether is it 
possible for transforming the datasets into spike times using 1D coding scheme and how these spike times able to 
help Kohonen neural network to classify the datasets into known class label. In this early work, cancer dataset in 
spike times are classified using hexagonal Kohonen neural network developed by our previous work [10]. Results 
from this work are compared with the normalization method used in hexagonal Kohonen neural network. 
3.1. Data Representation using 1D Coding 
In this experiment, we use cancer dataset from UCI Machine Learning Repository [11]. One of the most 
important problems in SOM learning is the BMU identification from the weight neurons. In SOM, the distance 
between weights and training sample (taken from input data) are measured and this value will be the indicator of 
identifying the BMU. BMU is chosen among weight neurons that hold the lowest distance value. Accuracy in 
detecting BMU is depends on how weight values can be resembled the input features. While input features need to 
be transformed to be processed by the model. 
The 1D coding was proposed by Belatreche et al.[8]. It is a simple linear function, which convert the real value 
features into a limited time interval called ‘encoding interval’: 
 
    ( ) b a a Max b Miny f f
range range
 u  u u                             (8) 
 
where,  f  is the real input value, [a, b] represents the intended spike interval, (Max, Min) represents the maximum 
and minimum values in the input space, and range=Max–Min. 
Fig. 2 shows the real data and spike times distribution for the training and Fig. 3 shows the real data and spike 
times distribution for testing process for each dataset. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Real data and spike time distribution for training - Cancer 
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Fig. 3. Real data and spike time distribution for testing - Cancer 
As shown in Fig. 2 and 3, the neural coding scheme (1D coding) is capable to preserve the data distribution of the 
original dataset. This is an important feature for the data analysis tools because the ability to preserve the input 
dataset as much as the ability to produce better understanding of the dataset and successful computational process in 
data mining. Next, the spike time values are used in Kohonen SOM network for clustering and classification of the 
dataset into classes. 
3.2. Spiking SOM Network Setup 
We use the Kohonen SOM with 20x20 maps for data classification task to investigate the capability of the 1D 
encoding schemes in transforming the input datasets into spike time values. The initialization of the Kohonen 
SOM’s learning parameters for training and testing are defined as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Kohonen SOM for training and testing 
Map size 
Map dimension 
Map shape 
Lattice structure 
Neighborhood function 
Initial radius value 
Initial learning rate 
Num. of iteration 
20 x 20 
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Gaussian 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 
Results from the training process are the trained weight values and BMU mapping after 1000 iterations. The 
BMU mapping shows the clusters of BMU weights according to input features and characteristics. The BMU maps 
generated from the training process are presented in Fig. 4. Thereare 2 BMU maps shown for each dataset, where 
the left figure is the BMU map generated using spike time values and the right generated using normalization 
method. These values and maps are used in the testing process to classify the new sample data (testing data) into 
class labels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Final weight map for BMU after training 
The BMU weight maps generated during training process then tested in the testing process to evaluate the maps’ 
performance in classifying and preserving the real datasets into pre-defined classes. In this experiment, the 
performance of the studied model is evaluated using two common indicators: (1) accuracy for classification and (2) 
quantization error for map preservation by the weight values (Table 2). 
 
Table 2. Classification accuracy and quantization error for cancer dataset 
Normalization 1D Coding 
Classification 
accuracy (%) 
Quantization 
error 
Classification 
accuracy (%) 
Quantization 
error 
81.05 0.4397 85.26 0.001 
 
After the experiment, the spike time data transformed by 1D encoding scheme using hexagonal Kohonen SOM 
from the previous study, and the classification accuracy and quantization errors for cancer dataset are calculated. 
Kohonen SOM model using the 1D coding schemes has produced the accuracy 85.26%. These results are better than 
the results produced by the Kohonen SOM model using normalization method [10]. The quantization error produced 
by Kohonen SOM model using 1D coding is lower than normalization method with the quantization error of 0.001. 
The Pearson correlation is used to measure the correlation between real values and the spike values, and for 1D 
coding, we conduct Pearson correlation test and achieve the correlation value of 1.0 for every data attributes for all 
datasets. 
4. Conclusion  
Preliminary results show that representation of the input data for training and testing process in SOM using 
neural coding schemes are able to reduce the quantization error between weights and input patterns. However, more 
improvements are needed to produce better classification results for future works. First, identification process of the 
1D Coding Normalization 
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best neural coding schemes for transforming input features into spike times. This can be done by exploring more 
schemes such as population and temporal coding for multiple spikes instead of using single spike at input layer. And 
secondly, to embed the spike response method in the SOM weights update process for better BMU generation to 
ensure the preservation of input features in SOM mapping. The outcomes from the initial works show that it is 
possible to embed the neural coding schemes in SOM learning algorithm for data exploration and analysis. 
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